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What a pleasure for me to be able to present this beauty to the classic

car community ! This original LHD Aston Martin Convertible just

comes out of a 2 year in-house full restoration. Usually my team is

very proud to see the final result after all this work and also a little bit

sad because it means that at the same time the owner, who waited

patiently all these months for the restoration to be finalised, will hurry

now to come and take his freshly restored car away and finally start

driving his pride and joy. In this case however the owner in the

meantime got madly in love with (an expensive) Lamborghini Miura

SV and... asked me to offer his Aston Martin up for sale...! I found

chassis LML/833 in a half dismantled condition approximatively 2

years ago in Holland. A British Motor Industry Heritage Trust

Certificate confirmed this was an originally LHD DB2/4 MKI

Convertible. One of my loyal classic car customers bought this Aston

Martin on the spot and asked me to restore this car for him from the

chassis upwards strictly respecting the cars original specifications.

You can admire the result on these photographs. Don't you agree she

just looks stunning in the magnificent original color combination of

Moonbeam Grey with red leather interior? I simply know I will not

often be able to offer on the classic car market a hard to source

original LHD Aston Martin DB2/4 Convertible in what can be

described as virtually brand-new condition! I am sure you agree...

Enough to seize this opportunity?

Brand Aston Martin

Model DB2/4 3 L MKI DHC

Year 1955

Steering Left (LHD)
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